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Let Milestone Lead Your Nintex Transition

The Clock is Ticking
Microsoft® is actively retiring the various versions of SharePoint Workflow Engines and strongly recommends enterprises move 
to Power Platform solutions. Organizations using Nintex are left with two choices: 

• Re-platform their entire Nintex solutions to Nintex Cloud by paying high licensing costs and year-long development cycles.

• Plan for the future by re-platforming to Power Platform and reduce the TCO by 70-80% in licensing and maintenance.

While the Nintex SharePoint solutions won’t break immediately, there will be no newfeatures, bugfixes, or security patches. To 
avoid technical debt, the best practice is to migrate to Power Platform as soon as possible. Milestone Technologies is ready to 
help. We keep the world’s top organizations running smoothly, and we can manage your migration as well.

Your Trusted Partner for Power Platform Implementation

Over 25 Years of Experience with Enterprise Technology
As a global IT managed services firm with decades in the industry, Milestone has the skills and expertise that companies need 
for an worry-free migration. We can ensure that your Power Platform implementation:

• Comes in on-time and on-budget

• Is fully functional at cutover and fulfills all necessary SLAs

• Preserves custom workflows and functionality
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Milestone Team Productivity & Delivery Velocity Compared

Team Productivity (cumulative average Power Platform solutions delivered per month)

514 solutions per month*

402 solutions per month*

307 solutions per month*

8 solutions per monthTop Global SI Vendor - by month 10

Milestone - by month 2

Milestone - by month 4

Milestone - by month 6

*Milestone achieved this with a 20% smaller team size

Re-platform with confidence. Milestone is ready.
Contact us today to learn more about how Milestone can manage your migration to MS Power Platform.
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Client Success Stories

A large biotechnology company transitions from Nintex® to Power Platform in a short timeframe.

Client Challenge
Due to increases in Nintex license costs by up to 500%, the client needed to leave the Nintex platform. Microsoft Power 
Platform offered redundant capabilities at a reduced cost, making the choice to migrate a simple decision. The client made 
use of extremely complex workflows and Nintex forms. This meant they needed ways to work around the inherent limitations of 
the Power Platform solution.

The Milestone Solution
Milestone started by creating a defined intake process. By 
understanding what was used in the client environment 
and filtering out unused accounts and workflows, Milestone 
was able to focus in on active workflows and Nintex forms. 
Milestone then ptimized implementation by prioritizing only 
these workflows and creating a reusable process both in the 
evaluation of Nintex and build in Power Platform Solutions.

In addition, Milestone was able to rank workflows by complexity 
and ROI to the client. Some complex workflows were 
implemented by solving challenges  inside Power Platform itself, others by using robotic process automation (RPA).

Results
Milestone was able to fully migrate the client in under six months. Overall, the client achieved overall savings of $850K, 
including the Power Apps build cost, thereby expanding the portfolio of domain knowledge Milestone offers to the healthcare/
pharma industry.
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